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An attractor is a point to which different trajectories converge over time. Dynamical 
psychology theories use attractors as metaphors for human thought and behavior, including 
judgments, self-concept, and habits (Nowak & Vallacher, 1998). While methods to examine the 
interpersonal dynamics have been proposed, there are few techniques for identifying attractors in 
psychology data. This poster presents new methods to examine attractor phenomena found in self-
report time-series data.  

Vallacher et al. (1994) proposed a method for generating time-series data representing 
judgment or valence. The data is from recordings of participants’ movements of a computer cursor to 
rate judgment or valence. Participants are instructed to move a computer cursor to indicate judgment 
or valence. They are told that the left side of the monitor represents positive or pleasant 
judgment/valence, while the right side represents negative or unpleasant judgment/valence.  

We developed new methods to analyze data from this method, including:  
1) Computation of a participant’s tendency to move the cursor towards either the positive or negative 
rating domain.  
2) Quantification of the expansion or retraction of the data set over time using the data’s convex hull 
area, which reveals an attractor if the area decreases over time.  
3) Generation of three-dimensional ―attractor landscapesǁ that graphically reveal attractor patterns 
of judgment or valence.  

The new methods described in this poster bridge the gap between dynamical systems 
metaphors and experimental data. The dynamical measures help retain the richness of each 
individual’s unique patterns of thought and behavior while allowing rigorous analysis of those 
patterns. 
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An artnlctorlS a state that a traj6C1ory (i e.• a thought or emottOll) senles 00

over lime (Figure 1) 2
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The dynamical perspeclive has emerged In psychology theory and research
as an importanl framework for understandirlg topics rarlglrlg from processes
of llle self 10 group-level phenomena, like conflict' The new era of
dynamical psychology benefils from advarlC8s in mathematics and computer
modellog. and introduces new concepts to understand psychology
phenomena. One core concept IS !he anractor.
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The frequency count creates a third. Z. a~ (Figure 5), The negalJve slQn IS
applied for conceptual danty SInce attraclors are thought of as baSins

Step 2) Count the number of limes thaI a
given cursor position and rate of change
VISits each gnd space, computed by
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Method 3: Attractor Landsca~
To geometrically reveal anractor number and baSIn sae In !T'IOUSe-parad'Jgm
data, we developed a method to form a 3-d1menslOnal attractor landscape.

Step 1) Divide the phase space Inlo an nX ngnd (Figure 4).

Method 1: Data Transform
Mouse-paradigm data is difftcUltto compare across groups because of non·
stationanty and heleroscedasticily. To address these Issues, we developed a
data transform method similar to one used by Vallacher et al. (2002).5 The
transform reduces variance due to the magnitude of cursor movement,
whICh tends to address the time-series structure issues.

Step 1) Compule the amount of momenl-to-moment cursor position charlge:

(6x) = {XUT - X1.XU2T - X\H' ...• x ltnT - XU(n-I)T}

Step 2) Then, the data IS recoded according to the direction of cursor
movements. Movements towards the positive domain are coded '+1· and
lhose towards the negalJve domain are coded ",1". This is gIven by:

{

-I. 6x,<0
be = O. 6xn = 0

l. tUn>O

A sum of the recoded cursor movements computes whether the participant
moved the cursor more towards the positive domaIn (E~: 1 be > 0) or more

towards the negatIVe domain (Ei:l be < 0 ).
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Method 2: Convex Hull
Data that converges over time may indicate attractor presence.
Convergence can be captured by measuring changes in the data's convex
hull, the smallest polygon (dashed lines Figure 3) that fully encloses a set of
points given by pairing of each cursor position with its amount of poSlllon
change, {x,y} = (x ll .6X,J6 This forms the phase space (Figure 4)

Figure 3
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Conclusion

Operational Use: Rater Reliability

Feature ldenllficallon In the anraetor landscape IS subjectl\e To delennlne
reliability of feature detecllOn USing the tandscapes ....e trained 8 rale~ .... he
analy2ed 52 mouse-paradigm data files for panems Indudlng olttractor
presence. type of atlractOf, number of attraclors and doma,n tj:'OSlb\e,

negatIVe. or mixed) of the clnractor{s) Ralers ,l\ erage lntradass comtlatlQn
coeffiCient was 92351P'" 0011. IndK~bng htgh Inter-rater rBllao.' ty In
distingUishing atlraClor fealures

Spikes Situated along y = 0 (Figure 5. blue plane) are likely attraClors. SIOCS
these are areas 01 the phase spacs thaI are frequently VISited and are
associated With httle or no cursor movement
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Cursor Posillon

To determine whether lhe convex
hull area decreases In tune. rnouse
paradigm data may be divided InlO
mullipte \Ime blocks The convex
hull area may then be computed for
each block If lhe COflVO"- hutl area
decreasos OVOI dlflmont pOflOJS
(shaded region In FtgUfO 31. lhe
data points aro convol9ulg.
SUCYJOS1U'I{J pro~nCil 01 all .1lll<lctor
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In thiS poster we pr-esentthree new
melhods to analyze the dynamICal
propertieS of moose-paradigm data

Figure 1: The anractor may be thought of as a "sink: 'basln: or "energy
minimum.' A thought or emotion, represented by the ball. tends to sellle In
the baSin, which represents a coherent, stable psychological state

Methods 2 and 3 provide quantltallve
and quahtatIVe toos to ngofOusly
identify allrador phenomena

Method 1 transforms the data to
address problems due to data
structure

Although the attractor has been frequently used as a metaphor for diverse
psychology phenomena ranging from process of the self to dyadic
InleractJon to human conflict, methods to rigorously Identify attractors in
psychology data remain limited. One reason for thiS is that methods that
score a dimension of personality or social interaction using a single number
cannot capture the dynamics of a given process.) Vallacher and Nowak
(1994) proposed the mouse·paradigm task as one method to probe the
moment-lo·moment dynamics of Judgmenl or valence.~

The Mouse Paradigm

In the mouse-paradigm task partiCipants use a computer cursor to Indicate
Judgment or valence PartiCipants view a monitor display (Figure 2) and are
told that cursor posillons near the right SIde of the display represent poSlllve
evaluallOn while those near the lett side represent negallve evaluation As
partlC1pams move the cursor, the POSition IS recorded at 10msec Intervals
The set of all cursor posItions form a lime senes of partiCipants' evaluatloo




